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DECISION AFFlRMING 30-DA Y SUSPENSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF: 

BRADY LOVINGIER, Appellant, 

vs. 

DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, 
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Appellant, Deputy Brady Lovingier, appeals his 30-day suspension from 
the Denver Sheriff's Department (Agency). for alleged violations of specified 
Career Service Rules and Agency regulations. A hearing concerning these 
appeals was conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, Hearing Officer, on February 20, 
and 21, 2014. The Agency was represented by Amy Kingston and John Sauer, 
Assistant City Attorneys. Appellant was represented by Jamie Wynn, Esq., and 
Michael Lowe, Esq. of the firm Bruno Colin and Lowe, P.C. Agency exhibits 1-3, 
6-8, 11-15, 19-25, 27, 31 , and 33 were admitted. Appellant exhibits J, K, L, P. Q 
and R were admitted. The following witnesses testified for the Agency: Sgt. 
Steve Cook; the Appellant; Deputy Manager of Safety Jess Vigil; and Judge 
Doris Burd. The Appellant presented the following witnesses: Deputy Sheldon 
Marr; Capt. Kelly Bruning; and Mr. Michael O'Neill. 

II. ISSUES 

The following issues were presented for appeal: 

A. whether the Appellant violated any of the following Career Service Rules: 16-
60 A; B; L; or Z; and 

B. if the Appellant violated any of the aforementioned Career Service Rules, 
whether the Agency's decision to suspend him for 30 days conformed to the 
purposes of discipline under CSR 16-10. 

Ill. FINDINGS 

The Appellant, Brady Lovingier. is a deputy in the Denver Sheriff's 
Deportment. His primary duties are the care. custody and control of inmates. 

On September 1 I . 2012, Lovingier and Deputy Miller escorted inmate 
Anthony Waller to his court appearance in Denver County Court, with Judge 
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Doris Burd presiding. Waller was wearing handcuffs, leg irons, and a belly chain, 
all joined in a box at waist level. The court was empty except one detective who 
was waiting to speak with the judge, inmate Waller, four deputies, the court 
clerk, and Judge Burd. 

Judge Burd gave a standard first advisement to Waller who was respectful 
throughout. 

Judge: Good morning Mr. Waller. 
Waller: Good morning Ma'am. 
Judge: I'd like to give you an advisement. 
Waller: First advisement? 
Judge: Yes. 
Waller. Yes ma'am. 
Judge: You could probably say it for me, but I have to say it too. 
Waller: Yes, ma'am. You want to get me on the record, eh? 
Judge: You bet. If that's OK. 
Waller: All right, yes ma'am. 

[Exhibit 27 at 0-21]. 

When she finished explaining to Waller why he was being held, and his 
rights, Judge Burd said "thank you.'' Waller immediately stated, in a normal, 
even slightly subdued voice, "I'd like to object to her [alleged victim's] story. If 
I'm under investigation, I thought the investigation came first, then the arrest 
came ... " Burd began to explain "Right, well they have three day ... " [Exhibit 27 
from 5:03-5: 15]. 

As Judge Burd began to speak, Lovingier, directly behind Waller, placed his 
right hand on the belly chain where it crossed the small of Waller's back, and 
pointed toward the clerk's station. In response to Lovingier's grasping his belly 
chain, Waller turned his head back toward Lovingier and said something. At 
that instant, Lovingier, still behind Waller, clutched the belly chain firmly with his 
right hand, and with his left hand, grabbed Waller's shirt between the shoulder 
blades. He pulled Waller backward causing Waller to lose his balance. 
Maintaining the same grip, Lovingier braced and thrust Waller forward about 
five feet. Still shackled, and unable to move his feet well, Waller stuck face-first 
into the door frame or Plexiglas of the prisoner area, [Exhibit 26 at 5:28-5:31 ], 
while Lovingier yelled "you don't turn on me!" [Exhibit 27 at 5:27]. Waller 
collapsed, injured. 

Lovingier continued to yell. "Get on your feet, get on your FEET." Waller 
moaned and said something which Lovingier interrupted with "I don't give a shit 
[indistinct] you are. You're not punking me! You're not tripping on me!" [Id at 
5:46-5:53]. 

Waller sustained a gash to his forehead and injuries to his face [see Exhibit 
25, file 2012-09-20_131251 .asx; and Exhibit 16]. He was transported by 
ambulance to the hospital. His injuries required staples. [Exhibit 1-7; Exhibit 8-2]. 
At no point did Waller physically resist Lovingier. The six other people in the 
courtroom - Judge Burd, her clerk, three deputies, and the detective - observed 
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the incident. [Exhibit 25]. 

Separate audio and video recordings captured the incident. The separate 
recordings can be manually synchronized. 

A pre-disciplinary meeting was convened by the Agency on September 13, 
2013. Lovingier attended with his attorney-at-law, and read from a written 
statement. [Exhibit 1-15 through 1-18]. The Agency served a notice of discipline 
on Lovingier September 24. 2013, which took effect on September 30. This 
appeal followed timely. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

The Agency's principal allegation was Lovingier used excessive force on 
Waller, who was no threat. Lovingier claimed: Waller had a history of 
aggression: Judge Burd signaled she was finished with Waller: and Waller 
showed signs of imminent aggression that Lovingier handled appropriately. The 
Agency alleged Lovingier's actions violated the following Career Service and 
Agency rules. 

A. CSR 16-60 A. Neglect of duty. 

To sustain a violation under CSR 16-60 A. the Agency must establish that 
appellant failed to perform a known duty. In re Gomez, CSA 02-12 (5/14/12) 
citing In re Abbey, CSA 99-09, 6 (8/9/10). The Agency claimed Lovingier 
breached this rule by violating one of a deputy's most fundamental duties -
care of inmates, along with violating his courtroom duty to maintain the dignity 
of the court. [Vigil testimony]. 

1. Known duty of care of inmates 

Lovingier did not contest his fundamental duty of care for inmates. The 
known duty component of the rule is established. 

With respect to whether Lovingier failed to perform that duty, there was no 
doubt Lovingier grabbed Waller and shoved him face-first into a wall. The issue 
is whether, as the Agency alleges, that action was an uncalled-for excessive use 
of force or, as Lovingier claims, he was simply controlling an imminent menace. 
If the action was uncalled for, Lovingier breached his duty of care. If his action 
was proper, then the duty of care was trumped by the duty of security. "Above 
all, the safety of the public and the officer must be the overriding concern 
whenever the use of force is considered." [D.0. 50111.1 (i)]. 

Lovingier testified Waller was already aggressive before he was taken 
from the jail to the courtroom. First, even assuming this to be true, Waller's pre
courtroom aggression would justify heightened precautions, such as the 
elaborate manacles Waller wore, having extra deputies, which they did, and 
being extra vigilant, which Lovingier apparently was. Those precautions would 
still not justify Lovingier's courtroom actions if Woller did not present on imminent 
threat while in the courtroom. Moreover, Lovingier testified that, while Waller 
initially refused to go to court, he (Lovingier), talked Waller down from his refusal 
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and obtained his cooperation. Since Waller went willingly to court, then the 
prior aggression assertion is a non-factor for Lovingier' s subsequent actions in 
court. Thus, we move to the courtroom incident. 

The evidence from the courtroom incident is analyzed extensively below, 
under Departmental Order 5011.1 J as well as CRS 18-1-703, 18-1-704, 18-1-707, 
18-8-111, 18-8-802, and 18-8-803. In order to avoid needless repetition, I adopt 
those findings and conclusions here. In short, the preponderance of all the 
evidence proved Waller was physically compliant, was not disruptive to the 
court, and at most, objected to Lovingier's attempt to cut him off from his 
objection to the court. Since Lovingier's use of force was excessive, it was not 
employed for security purposes, and therefore was a breach of his duty to core 
for inmates. 

Lovingier made several other arguments: that Judge Burd gave a signal 
that she was finished and therefore it was appropriate to remove Waller who 
was stalling; that Waller yelled at the Judge; that he ranted; Waller's size 
mandated a more physical response; that Waller flexed his muscles: and that he 
turned toward Lovingier. Those claims were unproven or were unpersuasive 
indicia of imminent violence. Even if proven, Lovingier's reaction was excessive 

For reasons stated below, public safety was not in jeopardy at the time 
Lovingier shoved Waller face-first into the wall. Also, as established below, 
Waller was not an imminent threat to the safety of anyone in the court. 
Consequently, Lovingier's action, an uncalled for excessive use of force on a 
compliant inmate, was a failure of his duty to care for inmates in violation of CSR 
16-60 A. 

2, Duty of maintaining courtroom decorum. 

Lovingier acknowledged his duty to protect the decorum of the court. 
[Lovingier testimony]. He claimed part of that duty includes preventing 
defendants from arguing after a judge is finished. His claim is misplaced, since 
Waller was not arguing, merely stating his position, and the judge clearly was not 
finished. [Exhibit 27 @ 5:07: Judge Burd testimony] . More importantly, it is not 
Lovingier's duty to decide when an inmate is finished. Lovinger's actions toward 
Waller disrupted the court proceedings by interrupting Judge Burd, prevented 
Waller's case from finishing, and delayed the docket, all in violation of 
Lovingier's duty to protect the decorum of the court. This violation is also 
established by a preponderance of the evidence. 

Lovingier also claimed he was merely fulfilling his security obligations 
because Waller responded to his order to see the clerk in a loud, aggressive 
voice. The audio and video evidence belies both claims. First, the Judge was 
not finished. Second, Waller's voice was not even loud enough to record on the 
audio record. [Exhibit 27 at 5: 15-5:20]. In addition, no other witness at hearing 
found Waller's reaction to be loud or aggressive. Lovingier's claim, that Waller 
was "ranting" at the judge, was directly refuted by Judge Burd. (J. Burd 
testimony]. 1 In short, Lovingier raised no credible rebuttal to the Agency's 

Surprisingly. Lovingicr s1a1cd that a tier a judge finishes an :1th i~cmcnt. ,my other connnclll hy a <lclcmlant is irrelevant and 
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neglect charge. 

B. CSR 16-60 B. Carelessness in performance of duties and responsibilities. 

While CSR 16-60 A) and CSR 16-60 B), share similar elements of proof, they 
are distinguished in that, under 16-60 B., it is an employee's acts (performance), 
rather than his omissions (under neglect), which are reviewed. See In re 
Simpleman, CSA 31-06, 4-5 (10/20/06). Thus, a violation under this rule occurs for 
performing poorly, rather than neglecting to perform, an important duty. 

The only evidence which the Agency linked directly to this violation was 
Vigil's testimony. Vigil found Lovingier violated this rule when he shoved Waller 
into the wall. Vigil found this action careless due to the potential risk of harm it 
posed to Waller. While that testimony might address the consequences of a 
violation under this rule, it fails to establish what duty was violated. There may be 
other evidence strewn throughout the Agency's case that could be pieced 
together into a proof of carelessness; however it must be the Agency, not the 
Hearing Officer, who assembles that jigsaw puzzle. This violation remains 
unproven. 

C. CSR 16-60 L. Failure to observe written departmental or agency regulations. 
policies or rules. 

The Agency claimed the Appellant violated the following written policies. 

Department Rules and Regulations 

300.19.1 - Disobedience of Rule. Deputy sheriffs and employees shall 
not violate any lawful Departmental rule (including CSA rules), duty, 
procedure, policy, directive, instruction, order (including Mayor's 
Executive Orders), or Operations Manual section. 

5011 .1 J - Use of Force.2 

Policy: It is the policy of the Denver Sheriff Department (DSD) that 
officers use physical force only as prescribed by the Colorado Revised 
Statutes (CRS) and internal Department standards to perform any 
legitimate law enforcement or detention related function. The amount 
of force used will be reasonable and appropriate in relation to the 
threat faced. In all cases, force will be de-escalated once the 
legitimate function is achieved or the resistance has ceased. 

Physical Force will not be used as a punishment, under any 
circumstances. 

The only justification for Lovingier to shove a manacled inmate face-first into 
a wall under State law or Agency rule, would be "to defend himself or a third 

therefore i,; escalating lfue~um.ihly a security risk I. ,111J di,tracting to the coun. while Judge Burd found Waller's post
,,d\ isc,m:nt comments appropriate anJ unconcerning. 
~ f'his rule im:orpomh .. 'S l'c!dcral. state and local law in gm crning the use of force. I D.0. 50 I I. 1 J 41. 
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person from what he reasonably believes to be the use or imminent use of 
unlawful physical force by that other person, and he may use a degree of force 
which he reasonably believes to be necessary for that purpose .... " 

[CRS 18-1-704]. 

Lovingier justified his actions due to: Waller's hostile and potentially violent 
history at the jail; having made prior threats to deputies; having been "verging 
on the edge of non-compliance" being argumentative; Waller's size; having 
raised his hands over his head, indicating the minimal impact of his restraints; 
growling; and having refused to go to court. In addition, Lovingier declared 
Waller spoke to Judge Burd in a loud and angry tone, began ranting, had been 
flexing his legs, stiffening, leaning on the lectern, and scratching his nose, all 
indicative of testing the limits of his restraints, and indicating "he was going to 
give us trouble." [Lovingier testimony]. Lovingier claimed to have motioned to 
Judge Burd who then signaled she was finished with Waller by saying "thank 
you." Finally, Waller turning toward Lovingier was "most definitely" aggressive. 
[Id]. 

Michael O'Neil, A retired police officer who was paid by Appellant to testify 
as an expert in the use of force, felt Lovingier's use of force was justified. In 
every case in which he has testified for defendant/appellant, O'Neil has always 
found a use of force to be justified. He incorrectly testified that a use of force 
reports are not always required. The Denver Sheriff's Department is clear that 
every use of force incident must be reported in writing by the officer who used 
force and every witness. [D.O. 200.2]. 

Deputy Marr testified that grabbing an inmate, spinning him around, and 
escorting him to the exit are appropriate. He believed Waller's injuries were 
simply an unfortunate accident due to his tripping on his restraints. [Marr 
testimony] . The most objective evidence, the video recording, belies this 
testimony. 

Capt. Bruning testifying for Lovingier, stated Judge Burd signals she is 
finished with inmates when she says "thank you," and "have a good day." He 
has seen an inmate in a belly restraint head-butt an attorney. He viewed the 
video and was unable to determine if the force used was excessive. He 
described "a multitude" of responses if an inmate turns toward a deputy, 
depending on the level of perceived threat. [Bruning testimony]. On cross
examination, Bruning stated he would have waited for the Judge to finish 
speaking or give him another verbal cue before moving the inmate, and after 
viewing the video found Lovingier's actions "could be a little bit questionable." 
Bruning stated he would also have sent the case to IAB for investigation. [Bruning 
cross-exam]. 

Vigil reviewed the audio and video recordings of the incident extensively 
and found Waller posed no credible threat to anyone's safety, and that he 
made no verbal threats to anyone. Vigil concluded Lovingier' s actions were, 
therefore, unjustified in self-defense or in defense of another. 

Judge Burd found Waller posed no threat to anyone in the courtroom. 
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When Waller addressed her, Burd found Waller's tone was not raised, not angry 
and not confrontational. She found his question logical and not combative. 
She saw no silent gesture by Lovingier. She saw Waller go face-first into the wall 
and was sure he did not trip and was not resisting. It was the first time in her 25 
years on the bench that she saw a deputy throw an inmate into a wall, and 
believed it was a form of punishment. [Burd testimony]. 

Waller's pre-court appearance actions may have justified heightened 
awareness and precautions but those were undertaken, and, alone, would not 
justify throwing him into a wall. The most compelling evidence, the video and 
audio recordings, show Waller was compliant other than perhaps saying 
something disagreeable to Lovingier. Lovingier's view of Waller's actions 
required significant interpretation of unseen or mysteriously subtle movements. 
Even if they occurred, Lovingier's observations, which for reasons stated below, 
lacked credibility, were rebutted by Lovingier's own witness, Captain Bruning, as 
well as by Judge Burd who directly observed the incident, and by Deputy 
Manager Vigil. Thus, the preponderant credible evidence proved Waller's 
actions in the courtroom were not threatening, so that Lovingier's actions were 
unreasonable and inappropriate in relation to the threat faced, in violation of 
D.O. 5011.lJ. 

Officers should rely on departmentally approved use of force techniques 
that are taught in training. 

Appellant and his witnesses testified that "putting" an inmate against a 
wall is approved and not excessive. [Marr, testimony; Appellant testimony]. 
Those benign descriptions minimize the force Lovingier used on Waller. A more 
accurate description of the Lovingier's actions would be "shoving," "slamming", 
or "throwing." Even those latter actions could be justified if "objectively 
reasonable" under the circumstances. [D.O. 5011.1 J]. 

The term "objectively reasonable" is defined by this rule as the 
reasonableness of an officer's use of force, based on the totality of the 
circumstances known to the officer at that time. The definition also states the 
force option employed must be appropriate to the threat posed. The evidence 
proves Waller was compliant and unthreatening at the time Lovingier forced him 
into the wall. Since the threat was minimal or non-existent, then the degree of 
force Lovingier used was not objectively reasonable under the circumstances, in 
violation of departmentally-approved use of force. 

Officers are responsible for justifying their actions and must report use of 
force incidents in accordance with departmental rules and CSR 18-8-111 
and CRS 18-8-802 to command staff personnel or a supervisory officer as 
soon as the situation has stabilized. (emphasis in the original). 

Under this rule, deputy sheriffs must file a written report every time they use 
or witness a use of force. [D.O. 200.2). Neither side directly addressed this rule at 
hearing. Agency exhibit 8-1, Lovingier's statement to DPD, appears substantially 
to comply with the requirement to file a written use-of-force report. This rule 
remains unproven. 
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Explanation: ... there are many reasons a suspect/inmate may be resisting 
or may be unresponsive. A person's reasoning ability, including but not 
limited to a mental condition, mental impairment, developmental disability, 
physical limitation, language, drug interaction, or emotional crises, are 
some examples. An officer's awareness of these possibilities, when time 
and circumstances reasonably permit, should then be balanced against 
the facts of the incident facing the officer when deciding which tactical 
options are the most appropriate to bring the situation to a safe resolution. 

Although cited by the Agency in its notice of discipline, this "explanation" 
appears to be just that, and does not present the elements of an enforceable 
rule - reasonable notice of proscribed conduct. I find no enforceable rule in this 
"explanation." 

... Officers should recognize that their conduct immediately connected to 
the use of force may be a factor which can influence the force option 
necessary in a given situation. When reasonable under the totality of 
circumstances, officers should use advisements, warnings, verbal 
persuasion and other tactics .... When a suspect is under control, either 
through the application of physical restraint or the suspects' compliance, 
the degree of force shall be de-escalated accordingly. It is not the intent of 
this policy to require officers to attempt to exhaust each option before 
moving to the next, so long as the force option is objectively reasonable 
and appropriate under the circumstances. 

While largely explanatory, this provision contains one enforceable 
requirement - to de-escalate the force employed when a higher degree of 
force successfully gains compliance by bringing a suspect under control. This 
rule is inapplicable. as Waller was always in Lovingier's control. Thus, de
escalation is inapplicable. 

The force option applied must reflect the totality of circumstances 
surrounding the immediate situation. The officer need only select a force 
option that is within the range of "objectively reasonable" options. Officers 
must rely on training, experience, and assessment of the situation in 
deciding an appropriate force option to be applied. 

This portion of D.O. 5011.IJ requires a deputy employing force to use a 
degree of force within a range of options which reasonably reflect the 
circumstances known to him. Those circumstances including his training, 
experience, and assessment of the situation. 

There is no doubt Lovingier based his use of force on his assessment of the 
circumstances. He considered Waller's comparative size, Waller's history, subtle 
movements, signals to and from the judge, and Waller' s turning toward him. The 
issue is not whether Lovingier used his training, experience and assessment of the 
situation before forcing Waller into the wall. The issue is whether Lovingier's 
assessment was reasonable, meaning whether it was within a range of possible 
actions that were not excessive and were used to protect person or property. 
[BLACK' S LAW DICTIONARY, 5 th Ed. 1979]. 
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For reasons already stated, Waller's actions were not aggressive. His prior 
conduct and reputation merited only caution, not force. Waller's ostensibly
subtle indicators of imminent violence were not exhibited by preponderant 
evidence.3 Lovinger's use of force against Waller was, therefore not objectively 
reasonable, in violation of this provision . 

... Use of force that is not lawful, reasonable, and appropriate will not be 
tolerated. Department policy as well as relevant federal, state and local 
laws shall govern use of force actions by officers at all times. 

Compliance: 
Related Colorado revised Statutes (CRS): 
18-1 -703, 18-1-704, 18-1-707, 18-8-111, 18-8-802, 18-8-803. 

18-1-703. The use of physical force upon another person which would 
otherwise constitute an offense is justifiable and not criminal under any of 
the following circumstances 

A superintendent or other authorized official of a jail ... may, in order to 
maintain order and discipline, use reasonable and appropriate physical 
force when and to the extent that he reasonably believes it necessary to 
maintain order and discipline ... 

Whether Lovingier used appropriate physical force depends upon whether 
his belief that he was maintaining order was reasonable. Since Waller posed no 
credible threat to anyone's safety in the courtroom, there was no need for force 
in order to maintain order. To the extent Lovingier believed that driving Waller 
into the wall was necessary to maintain order or discipline, [Exhibit 8-2], that 
belief was unreasonable. Under those circumstances, Lovingier's use of force 
was, perforce, unreasonable and inappropriate. The Agency established 
Lovingier's violation of this provision. 

CRS §18-1-704 (use of physical force in defense of a person) states in 
pertinent part. 

(1) Except as provided in subsections (2) and (3) of this section, a person is 
justified in using physical force upon another person in order to defend 
himself or a third person from what he reasonably believes to be the use or 
imminent use of unlawful physical force by that other person, and he may 
use a degree of force which he reasonably believes to be necessary for 
that purpose .... 

'Excessive force' means physical force which exceeds the degree of 
physical force permitted pursuantto section 18-1-707. The use of excessive 
force shall be presumed when a peace officer continues to apply physical 
force in excess of the force permitted by section 18-1-707 to a person who 

If a law cntim:cmcnt otlkcr were pcnnittcd 10 react 111 ..:ucs, bihlc only to him. it would ,,pen the door 111 unrcsu-;1incLI ahusc 

hascd ,,n purely ~uhjcctivc cri1cria a dangerous ,111d liability-ridden 11utcomc. 
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has been rendered incapable of resisting arrest. 

Objectively Reasonable ... The reasonableness of an officer's use of force 
is based upon the totality of the circumstances known by the officer at the 
moment the force is used. The force option employed must be 
objectively reasonable and appropriate to the threat posed by the 
suspect/inmate and the seriousness of the immediate situation. 1t is 
recognized and understood that circumstances are usually unpredictable 
and may change rapidly. Officers should rely on their training, 
experience and assessment of the situation in deciding on the 
appropriate force option. 

Factors to determine "Objectively Reasonable" force options: 

Whether the subject poses an imminent threat of injury to an officer(s), 
themselves or others; 

Whether the subject is actively resisting a lawful command/order or 
attempting to evade by flight; (Escalating the force option used my be 
justified when controlling a tense, uncertain and rapidly evolving 
circumstance). 

The severity of the crime or act at issue. {the more severe the crime, the 
greater the force option used may be justified). 

Reasonable belief-When facts or circumstances the officer reasonably 
believes, knows, or should know are such as to cause an ordinary and 
prudent person to act or think in a similar way under similar circumstances. 

Safety - Above all, the safety of the public and the officer must be the 
overriding concern whenever the use of force is considered. 

Lovingier alleged he used force on Waller to defend himself against both 
actual and imminent physical force by Waller. The first criterion, whether Waller, 
while shackled, posed an imminent threat of injury to Lovingier or others in the 
courtroom, was one of the most highly contested issues. Agency witnesses 
uniformly testified Waller was shackled with a belly chain, ankle chains, 
handcuffs, and in no position to pose a significant threat, while Lovingier and his 
witnesses alleged that, even in a belly chain and cuffs, an inmate has enough 
freedom of movement to inflict injury on others. [Appellant testimony] . 

I felt threatened by the force he was using to push back against 
me. At this time for my safety and the safety of the court and 
because we were now on the unsecured side of the DDC I forced 
subject to the glass window that separates the court room from the 
holding box in attempt to gain control over the subjects resistive 
behavior. 

As stated previously, the video and audio recordings comprised the most 
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compelling evidence. Taken together, those recordings evinced no threat by 
Waller and his polite compliance with the order of the courtroom. Judge Burd, 
who faced Lovingier and Waller during the entire incident, had a direct and 
unobstructed view of the entire incident. She was certain Waller was compliant, 
and not threat. Lovingier's evidence, largely a theoretical application of the use 
of force, or subtle cues invisible to all but him, was unconvincing. 

In addition, the following evidence raised questions about Lovingier's 
credibility. (a) Lovingier stated that, during the advisement, Woller appeared 
"agitated and tense." [Exhibit 8-2; Lovingier testimony}. The recorded evidence 
and J. Burd's testimony belie that claim. (b) Waller spoke in a loud voice to the 
judge. For the same reasons, that claim is unfounded. (c) Lovingier gained eye 
contact with the judge who nodded at Lovingier. [Id}. Judge Burd directly 
refuted that claim. Id) Lovingier told IAB "[a}s I turned [Waller] he pushed back 
into me and tried to continue to argue and resist. [Id]. In contrast, the video 
recording was clear that Lovingier caused, and was completely in control of, 
Waller's backward movement. Waller was completely off-balance and not 
resisting or pushing. (e) In the most obvious departure from the video evidence, 
Lovingier said that, after he "forced subject to the glass window," "I eased him 
to the floor." [Contrast Exhibit 8-2 with Exhibit 26]. Together, these discrepancies 
raise credibility issues with Lovingier's testimony. Lovingier's lack of credibility, 
combined with the video evidence, plus Judge Burd's unrebutted testimony, 
raise significant question about the reliability of Lovinger's claim that he felt 
Waller posed an imminent threat to his safety and the safety of others. The 
Agency, therefore, proved Lovingier violated CRS § 18-1-704 by a 
preponderance of the evidence. 

300.22 - Inappropriate Force 

Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall not use inappropriate force in making 
an arrest, dealing with a prisoner or in dealing with any other person. 

For reasons state immediately above, Lovingier used inappropriate force 
in dealing with inmate Waller. The Agency thus proved Lovingier broke this rule 
by a preponderance of the evidence. 

D. CSR 16-60 Z. Conduct prejudicial to the good order and effectiveness of the 
department or agency, or conduct that bring_s disrepute on or compromises the 
integrity of the City. 

To sustain this violation, the agency must prove Lovingier's conduct causecl 
actual harm to the Agency or the City. In re Jones, CSB 88-09- A., 2-3 (9/29/10). 

The harm suffered by the City included Waller's lawsuit against the City. In 
addition, the court clerk was shaken by the incident. (J. Burd testimony]. A 
lawsuit emanating from an excessive use of force, alone establishes a violation 
of CSR 16-60 Z. 

V. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE 

The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible. 
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Appointing authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the 
offense, an employee's past record, and the penalty most lik~ly to achieve 
compliance with the rules. CSR§ 16-20. 

A. Seriousness of the proven offenses. 

The Agency has already made it clear that it will brook no inmate abuse, 
even in the slightest degree. See In re Weeks, CSA 26-09 (7 /20/09), reversed, City 
of Denver v. Weeks, l0CA 1408 (Colo. App. 10/13/11), cert. den'd Weeks v. City 
and County of Denver, 12SC53 (Colo. 7/30/12); In re Kemp, CSA 19-13 (1/2/14). 

Significant injury to an inmate is among the most intolerable violations to 
the Agency. In re Norman- Curry, CSA 28-07and 50-08 (2/27 /09); affirmed CSB 
(9 /3/09); In re Carothers, CSA 13-11 (modifying termination) , affirmed CSB 
(7/6/12); In re Economakos, CSA (10/21/13), reversed CSB (3/24/14); In re 
Koehler, CSA 113-09 (4/29/10); In re Griffith, CSA 41-08 (8/14/08); In re Kelly, CSA 
64-11 (4/27/12), affirmed CSB (4/4/13) ; In re Webster, CSA (8/9/11), affirmed CSB 
(8/9 / 11). Thus, abuse of an inmate resulting in significant injury is among the 
most serious violations in the Agency. 

B. Prior Record 

Lovingier had one prior minor violation. Vigil did not consider it to be a 
significant factor. 

C. Likelihood of Reform 

Lovingier strongly denied any wrongdoing whatsoever throughout the 
investigation and throughout hearing. It is therefore difficult to determine if 
reform is likely. 

V. ORDER 

Appellant's 30-day suspension, assessed on September 30, 2013, is AFFIRMED. 

DONE April 7, 2014. 

::B MY , 9 • p.,1 ==4, ---
Bruce Plotkin 
Career Service Hearing Officer 
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